[Stratification with respect to hormone receptor and HER 2/neu in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer; sensitivity to taxane].
Of 231 patients with recurrent or metastatic breast cancer treated in Hiei Hospital between January 2001 and March 2005, for whom data on hormone receptor (HR) and HER 2/neu were available, we retrospectively analyzed the association of the response rate with HR and HER 2 in 172 patients treated with taxane in whom the treatment response could be evaluated. Among the patients treated with taxane alone,the response rates were 37.5% (n=67) in the HR (+) patients and 14.6% (n=41) in the HR (-) patients (p=0.0131). In particular, taxane resistance was suggested in the HR (-)/HER 2 (-) patients (response rate: 4.2%, n=24). Concerning combination therapy with trastuzumab and taxane, the response rate were 52.8% in the HR (+)/HER 2 (+) patients and 60.4% in the HR (-)/HER 2 (+) patients. In 27 of these patients, single therapy with taxane was switched to combination therapy with taxane and trastuzumab after they became resistant to taxane, and 8.3% of the HR (+)/HER 2 (+) patients and 53.3% of the HR (-)/HER 2 (+) patients responded to this combination therapy (p=0.0192), suggesting the synergistic effects of the two agents in HR (-)/HER 2 (+) patients. Therefore, HR and HER 2 were associated with the sensitivity to a chemotherapeutic agent, taxane. Stratification with respect to HR and HER 2 is important in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer. In particular, therapeutic strategies for HR (-)/HER 2 (-) patients with a poor prognosis must be established in the future.